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Twin brothers Omar and Yaqub may share the same features, but they could not
be more different from one another. And the possessive love of their mother,
Zana, stirs the troubled waters between them even more. After a brutally violent
exchange between the young boys, Yaqub, “the good son,” is sent from his home
in Brazil to live with relatives in Lebanon, only to return five years later as a
virtual stranger to the parents who bore him, his tensions with Omar unchanged.
Family secrets engage the reader in this profoundly resonant story about identity,
love, loss, deception, and the dissolution of blood ties.

Set in the port city of Manaus on the riverbanks of the Amazon, Two Brothers
celebrates the vibrant life and diversity of Brazil. Based on a work by acclaimed
novelist Milton Hatoum, Two Brothers is stunningly reimagined by the award-
winning graphic novelists Fábio Moon and Gabriel Bá.

"This work goes far beyond its publicity hook, which is that Eisner
award–winning Brazilian twin brothers (Casanova, Daytripper) have adapted
Milton Hatoum’s classic novel about twin brothers to the graphic novel form.
Narrated mostly by Nael, the illegitimate son of one of the brothers, the tale is
presented in a nonlinear narrative with multiple flashbacks, as stories within
stories begin to fill in the greater family chronicle spiraling around the twins and
their simmering rivalry and hatred. The intricate secrets and lies at the heart of
families are set against a backdrop of almost cinematic cityscapes and vistas. Bá
and Moon present the naturalistic dynamism of Brazil in their art: sweeping,
dramatic organic shapes against the sharp angularity of the people. The stark
b&w art crackles to express the subtleties of palpable, barely contained tension
between kin, a brutal police beating, and the erotic electricity of an exotic dance.
Bá and Moon bring a cool, confident sharpness to their narrative to reflect the
shades of gray in this powerful family saga."
                                                                                        —Publishers
Weekly (Starred  review)

“TWO BROTHERS is a feat of bravura visual storytelling, a revealing and
nuanced work of family portraiture, and a thrilling act of historical re-
imagination. It is clearly the work of two major artists, two master collaborators,
operating at the peak of their powers.”
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—Michael Chabon, The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay

“I cannot think of a single gift more pure than the gift the twins possess. Gabriel
and Fabio give the world something unique, and precious. It is most amazing to
be alive in a time where two creators such as these exist - they give us another
reason to wake up and another way to see the world. Two Brothers, like their
other work, is another masterpiece, but so different in it’s pacing and tone than
anything they have done before. I am lucky to share the same planet with them,
because they are kind enough to share their stories with me, and the world.“ 
—Gerard Way, The Umbrella Academy

“This book immediately jumps onto the list of the most essential graphic novels
you will read in your lifetime. Two amazing creators at the top of their game,
telling a story in a way only they can tell it. What a gift. What a treat.”                  
                                       
—Brian Michael Bendis. Powers 

“Moon and Bá have long been cartoonists of extraordinary skill, and with Two
Brothers they have created their masterwork. Their passion for the comics
medium bleeds through in every brushstroke and pen line. This is a stunning
book that will touch your heart and leave you breathless.”               —Jeff
Lemire, Descender

“TWO BROTHERS is a haunting tribute to sibling love, brotherly hatred, and the
kinetic energy when those two forces fuel a family. The deep sense of place, the
palpable sorrow of nostalgia, the aura of truth: once again Ba and Moon bring it
like no one else in graphic storytelling.
—Mat Johnson, Loving Day

“This is an extraordinary work. Moon and Bá, two men already on top of their
game, have rewritten what we thought the game was. The comic book was
created as entertainment. Two Brothers is proof comics can be Art. The wider
your eyes get, the more it touches your heart.”                         —Brian Azzarello,
100 Bullets

"Speaking of brothers that both work in comics: TWO BROTHERS is a visually
stunning work that makes me dizzy with admiration. Attention to detail, the
concern with communicating with the reader on emotional terms as well as
intellectual, it is a classic example that artistic chops still matter in the modern
comics world. In fact it matters more than ever now.
—Gilbert Hernandez, LOVE & ROCKETS

“Moon and Bá have both shot for the stars here... TWO BROTHERS is a striking
graphic novel that allows fans to see a different aspect of two of the very best
creators in comics– come and see what flavor of genius the Brazilian-based
brothers have crafted from the work of Milton Hatoum.”             —COMICS
BEAT



“As anyone who’s read The Umbrella Academy, Casanova, or Daytripper
knows, Moon and Bá are two of the most gifted artists in the comics world. Their
new graphic novel, based on the Brazilian novel Dois Irmãos, may be their most
ambitious work yet, and the preview art glows. Moon and Bá are themselves
Brazilian twins, so it’s easy to see how they were attracted to the story.”              
  —io9

“Riveting…. Two Brothers is an earthquake both visually and narratively....
Moon and Bá are in clear control of every element of Two Brothers, bringing to
life a city, history, and compelling story of a family locked in obsession.”            
                                                               
—FANBOY COMICS
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Twin brothers Omar and Yaqub may share the same features, but they could not be more different from one
another. And the possessive love of their mother, Zana, stirs the troubled waters between them even more.
After a brutally violent exchange between the young boys, Yaqub, “the good son,” is sent from his home in
Brazil to live with relatives in Lebanon, only to return five years later as a virtual stranger to the parents who
bore him, his tensions with Omar unchanged. Family secrets engage the reader in this profoundly resonant
story about identity, love, loss, deception, and the dissolution of blood ties.

Set in the port city of Manaus on the riverbanks of the Amazon, Two Brothers celebrates the vibrant life and
diversity of Brazil. Based on a work by acclaimed novelist Milton Hatoum, Two Brothers is stunningly
reimagined by the award-winning graphic novelists Fábio Moon and Gabriel Bá.

"This work goes far beyond its publicity hook, which is that Eisner award–winning Brazilian twin brothers
(Casanova, Daytripper) have adapted Milton Hatoum’s classic novel about twin brothers to the graphic
novel form. Narrated mostly by Nael, the illegitimate son of one of the brothers, the tale is presented in a
nonlinear narrative with multiple flashbacks, as stories within stories begin to fill in the greater family
chronicle spiraling around the twins and their simmering rivalry and hatred. The intricate secrets and lies at
the heart of families are set against a backdrop of almost cinematic cityscapes and vistas. Bá and Moon
present the naturalistic dynamism of Brazil in their art: sweeping, dramatic organic shapes against the sharp
angularity of the people. The stark b&w art crackles to express the subtleties of palpable, barely contained
tension between kin, a brutal police beating, and the erotic electricity of an exotic dance. Bá and Moon bring
a cool, confident sharpness to their narrative to reflect the shades of gray in this powerful family saga."
                                                                                        —Publishers Weekly (Starred  review)

“TWO BROTHERS is a feat of bravura visual storytelling, a revealing and nuanced work of family
portraiture, and a thrilling act of historical re-imagination. It is clearly the work of two major artists, two
master collaborators, operating at the peak of their powers.”
—Michael Chabon, The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay

“I cannot think of a single gift more pure than the gift the twins possess. Gabriel and Fabio give the world
something unique, and precious. It is most amazing to be alive in a time where two creators such as these
exist - they give us another reason to wake up and another way to see the world. Two Brothers, like their
other work, is another masterpiece, but so different in it’s pacing and tone than anything they have done
before. I am lucky to share the same planet with them, because they are kind enough to share their stories
with me, and the world.“ 
—Gerard Way, The Umbrella Academy

“This book immediately jumps onto the list of the most essential graphic novels you will read in your
lifetime. Two amazing creators at the top of their game, telling a story in a way only they can tell it. What a
gift. What a treat.”                                                          
—Brian Michael Bendis. Powers 



“Moon and Bá have long been cartoonists of extraordinary skill, and with Two Brothers they have created
their masterwork. Their passion for the comics medium bleeds through in every brushstroke and pen line.
This is a stunning book that will touch your heart and leave you breathless.”               —Jeff Lemire,
Descender

“TWO BROTHERS is a haunting tribute to sibling love, brotherly hatred, and the kinetic energy when those
two forces fuel a family. The deep sense of place, the palpable sorrow of nostalgia, the aura of truth: once
again Ba and Moon bring it like no one else in graphic storytelling.
—Mat Johnson, Loving Day

“This is an extraordinary work. Moon and Bá, two men already on top of their game, have rewritten what we
thought the game was. The comic book was created as entertainment. Two Brothers is proof comics can be
Art. The wider your eyes get, the more it touches your heart.”                         —Brian Azzarello, 100 Bullets

"Speaking of brothers that both work in comics: TWO BROTHERS is a visually stunning work that makes
me dizzy with admiration. Attention to detail, the concern with communicating with the reader on emotional
terms as well as intellectual, it is a classic example that artistic chops still matter in the modern comics
world. In fact it matters more than ever now.
—Gilbert Hernandez, LOVE & ROCKETS

“Moon and Bá have both shot for the stars here... TWO BROTHERS is a striking graphic novel that allows
fans to see a different aspect of two of the very best creators in comics– come and see what flavor of genius
the Brazilian-based brothers have crafted from the work of Milton Hatoum.”             —COMICS BEAT

“As anyone who’s read The Umbrella Academy, Casanova, or Daytripper knows, Moon and Bá are two of
the most gifted artists in the comics world. Their new graphic novel, based on the Brazilian novel Dois
Irmãos, may be their most ambitious work yet, and the preview art glows. Moon and Bá are themselves
Brazilian twins, so it’s easy to see how they were attracted to the story.”                 —io9

“Riveting…. Two Brothers is an earthquake both visually and narratively.... Moon and Bá are in clear control
of every element of Two Brothers, bringing to life a city, history, and compelling story of a family locked in
obsession.”                                                                            
—FANBOY COMICS
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Editorial Review

Review
"The creative chemistry of the cartoonists is as strong as the rivalry between the brothers at the heart of
Hatoum’s story, and their sincere reverence for the source material enriches the narrative as it’s translated to
a visual medium. The emphasis on environment, combined with Bá’s highly animated character work, draws
the reader deep into this world, gorgeously reinterpreting Hatoum’s novel while maintaining the spirit of his
work." -The Onion - A.V. Club

About the Author
Multiple Eisner Award winners Fábio and Gabriel were born in São Paulo in June 5th, 1976 and have, in one
way or another, been telling stories ever since. Now, they tell stories doing comic books and graphic novels
(which are essencially the same thing). They are Brazil's very own WONDER TWINS.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Brian Griffith:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive right now,
people have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice by
simply surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated the idea for a while is reading.
Yep, by reading a guide your ability to survive boost then having chance to remain than other is high. In your
case who want to start reading any book, we give you this Two Brothers book as beginner and daily reading
guide. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Macie Tiffany:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray a person, why because this Two Brothers book written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who also read the
book. Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your
personal hunger then you still uncertainty Two Brothers as good book not only by the cover but also from the
content. This is one book that can break don't ascertain book by its protect, so do you still needing yet
another sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already alerted you so why
you have to listening to a different sixth sense.

Theresa Collins:

You will get this Two Brothers by visit the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it might to
be your solve challenge if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only
simply by written or printed but can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era including now, you
just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your
current ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately



make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.

Karen Lambert:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book ended up being rare?
Why so many query for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some
people likes studying, not only science book but novel and Two Brothers or others sources were given know-
how for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel need to read more and more. Science
book was created for teacher or even students especially. Those guides are helping them to add their
knowledge. In additional case, beside science book, any other book likes Two Brothers to make your spare
time much more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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